
MEET ELECTRIC MEDIA 





WHAT WE DO?

Link brands to relevant

audiences online 



DISPLAY 

ACTIVATIONS  CONTENT  

PERFORMANCE 



30+ PLATFORMS



REPRESENTING GLOBAL PUBLISHERS…



& LEADING LOCAL PUBLISHERS



TECHNOLOGY & DATA SOLUTIONS 





DISPLAY
(PREMIUM PUBLISHER DISPLAY) 







CONTENT 
(& AMPLIFICATION) 







ACTIVATIONS
(Bringing digital to life) 



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EmsA-eCSrgE






PERFORMANCE 







2,227,000 

people 

made a

purchase 

online



253,000 

switched 

mobile 

service 

providers



334,000 

plan on 

purchasing 

a car in 

the next 

year



HOW DO WE FIND WALLY? 



Multi-Channel RTB

Fully managed service 

Purchase receipt tracking 

1st party data layering 

Look-a-like modeling  Human & Machine Optimisation

Best In Class Reporting

Cross Platform Attribution

Brand Safe environment sourcing

Unites brands with target Audience 

How do we find Wally? 





"We use MB2.0 though Electric Media as our programmatic partner, 

at Heineken our focus is on precision marketing, making sure our 

ads are delivered to the most relevant audience ensuring effective 

budgets. MB2.0 give us great service and performance.”

Tiernan O Morain

Digital & Media Marketing Manager



USP | SPECIAL SAUCE 

• Our Team 

• Sheer volume of campaigns  

• Knowledge and insights across 30 platforms

• Unparalelled experience 

• Cutting edge tech solutions  

• Service 



DISPLAY 

ACTIVATIONS  CONTENT  

PERFROMACE  



IAB Digital Upfronts

Micheál Scully, CEO

@entertainmentIE

micheal@entertainment.ie





42,391,412







High User Engagement

Advertiser Interest

Low User Engagement

Advertiser Interest

Low User Engagement

Advertiser Kryptonite

High User Engagement

Advertiser Kryptonite





425k
Irish Audience of our /tv news & times



65.8% Female 

34.2% Male

25-34 36.3%

35-44 27.8%

83.9% Male 

16.1% Female

25-34 63.0%

18-24 26.7%







42%
a conservative estimate of the 15,172,461 cinema attendances in 2015 that interacted with 

entertainment.ie 













“With Vodafone launching a TV offering to couple with its existing Broadband service, we need a

partnership that would align Vodafone to top entertainment focused content. entertainment.ie with their

proven track record in this area and coupled with their engaging content and extensive knowledge in

TV, Movies and Netflix made it a clear choice for the launch and subsequent campaigns. The

partnership has been great success and has helped establish Vodafone as a new and exciting TV

service provider.”



“Publisher content is predicated on trust. The success of the Carlsberg Pioneering campaign

was the ability to place content in a trusted environment and leveraging styles that the

audience would be receptive to. The quality of the output from entertainment.ie resulted in

stretching objectives being exceeded, but most importantly to bring that Pioneering brand

message to a receptive audience.”

http://entertainment.ie/

